When you choose "home Page" on left menu, and you have configured articles like your home, you are not redirected correctly.

I don't have a developer account to CVS. I'm working on 1.9 cvs.

rogeliotg

Solution
Fix: add this on line 11, tiki-index.php:
//rogeliotg: If $tikiIndex has been fixed to articles in admin mode, and wiki has been disabled, we need this
//check to redirect to the correct page:
if ($tikiIndex != 'tiki-index.php') {
  if(!headers_sent()){
    header("location: $tikiIndex");
  }
  die("header already sent");
  exit();
}
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Comments

Marc Laporte 19 Apr 05 16:10 GMT-0000
needs retesting in latest BRANCH-1-9

Beestje 13 May 09 08:21 GMT-0000
Home page set to articles.
When clicking on Home, it still goes to the normal homepage.

Beestje 13 May 09 08:23 GMT-0000
Tested the same on 2.4 and there it does go to the Articles page.
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